“Web Works,” originally published in TRACT / TRACE online journal, May 2015
I try to build websites that are a platform for being on the web rather than a location to hoard information. I think about
how many people don’t actually look through the sites I make beyond the first page and I think that’s great. Anyone who
goes in deeper gets to find all of the things I’ve tucked away and somehow that feels more intimate than providing clear
navigation. I get to share the space of an inside joke because someone decided to spend their time idling with my content
rather than mingling in the social world of a blog-scroll somewhere else.

http://isaacrichard.com/indexx.html
My first “artist website” had a few pages that I think were forays into netart but in a dumb (good-dumb), lifestyle-focused
way. There’s one page called “Having a Conversation with my Cat,” a collage of other sites and Google’d images that
reads like a search query plopped into a list of AP divs. The page maps dysmorphias of species, and gender, and body via
the ana-girls style sisterhood of self-help as rationalized self-abuse. This was MySpace era and the layout reminds me of
the tooling of a customized page: two girls mid-braid repeated infinite as backdrop, a Kathy cartoon banner, and a stream
of videos, and links providing testament to whatever look my profile picture was trying to authenticate.

http://isaacrichard.com/Cat/havingaConvowithCat.html

I also made a few portraits, or character studies. The page below is a figurative sketch with heavy framing, but what makes
it browser-specific are the fixed and unfixed background images that encourage scrolling across the page to find other
images. This makes it feel more like a space and less like a static set of images, something that the photos lost when I
posted them to tumblr or other websites using the institutional fixed-width scroll. If we think about website architecture
literally, I think the blog fixed scroll is kind of like a Tilted Arc without all of the phenomenological excitement that comes
with being a body in negation. Phone browsers have made this worse: we spend so much time fingering vertical, our
strokes need more girth, some horizontal movement.

http://isaacrichard.com/tre/tres.html
“Diary Portal” is a summation of Transfer Progress, a short film I made in Detroit that profiled my friends, documentarystyle under the guise of fictional feminist artist, and celebrity anti-hero Sally Johnson. It’s a trailer and a diary, featuring
script fragments and a preview clip of the film at the end beneath Sally’s last entry. The screen grabs of text edit programs
peek into Sally’s writing process, and the surrounding area is like a mood board for the film that has overflowed.

http://sayspace.isaacpool.com/portal.html

Sally kind of only lived online. She wasn’t supposed to be a drag queen but instead a way to act out moods of feminist
politics meeting gay-male flippancy – something along a faggot/dyke nexus wanting to be Irigarayan mimesis. This was an
argument with the terms of camp at a time when its primary use value was in cable television marketing. This was also the
same time that the economic decline spawned an imperative for artists to cultivate and embody their personal brand – a
kind of entrepreneurship that made art work a subsidy to personality or a Twitter account. For Sally’s last project I cast
other actors to play her role in addition to myself - cis women enacting the same tone of embodiment that I was. The
whole thing played out like a music video / sitcom confessional as it slowly becomes clear that there is a main, or “real”
Sally who is playing director, and manipulating others into a version of her likeness in order to produce a better document
of her life. The movie ends with a poem delivered via voicemail from Sally’s assistant Chloe outlining her notes on the
project, which she thought needed “a you more than a here.” In all of her trying to convince us of her aura, Sally becomes
a boring human being.

http://sayspace.isaacpool.com/

After producing multiple projects that centered around character development – either singular moments in photographs,
or more expansive dramas like Sally’s – I started making work that was totally abstract, or at least non-figurative. This was
also around the time that I moved from Detroit to New York for graduate school, and I suddenly gained an excess of time
now not having to drive a car everyday. All of the poems – and most of my writing – is done on my cell phone, in transit
and then later edited in Google docs, or in some cases Dreamweaver. Many of the first ykepool sites were not edited at all.
The ykepool.info sites are poem-zones and function in two different ways: the first and most recent batches are
compositions, songs with lyrics and mood boards; the other projects are portals – short form narratives that are meant to
be linear and lead to other locations.

http://1.ykepool.info/
These first sites are mostly framed by Madonna songs – the embedded audio player dictates the width of #9 and a cell
phone video with text overlay stretches the dimensions of #5. “Community is not my bitch. I’m my bitch: She’s my girl.”
Solidarity is cuss…

http://1.ykepool.info/constantcrying.swf

#1 delves into polemics and joking/not joking about bodies, narrating a subway hail, or glance. “A butch dyke crowds,”
Nike SWOOSH is coalesced into a swish, an I is put into scare quotes or sous rature and declared a SHEWASN’T. All of
this plays out over a slowly circulating gif of Nike’s trademarked Infrared red-orange while a remixed midi of “What it
Feels Like for a Girl” plays on loop.

http://1.ykepool.info/duh.html
The second sets of poems – portals / short form narratives – are interspersed among a collaged group of snapshots, and
meant to be discovered while scrolling across the page. These pages are not mobile-friendly at all. I added borders to some
of the links to make the navigation more clear, but I wanted everything to feel oversized and clunky. There’s a sense of
purposelessness about spending time here that feels anarchic in comparison to droning on a facebook feed or parsing the
gridded dissonance of a google image search. There’s also room for distance – to consider the screen an object and
consider yourself beside it – because it’s missing all the structure of efficiency that makes it a tool: liking, or commenting,
or replying, or favoriting, or sharing, or adding to cart etc.

http://2.ykepool.info/

The most recent poems are framed in a very basic page layout (a mimicry of efficiency maybe) by the contents of a few
outdated image banks I found at a thrift store and soundtracked by pop hits. The second page, “8 Mile, 9 Mile, 10 Mile,”
is probably the most straightforward, autobiographical poem in the group, and I wanted to make its reference to Eminem
explicit by soundtracking with a remix of “Stan.” Most of the poems and images reminded me of being depressed and/or
aspirational, and horny, and 14 at East Detroit High School and Macomb Mall. To make this translate, I needed to invite
Marshall in for a cameo. Eminem is not a hero by shared provenance but rather the image source replicated by all the
boys I grew up with who “could’ve gotten it and / I wish they had.” He’s a perennial object of disidentification for me in
that his vocalization of working-class angst and self-problematized whiteness is always congealed with a virulent
homophobia, the performance of which perfectly demonstrates the source of abject self-loathing that structured my earliest
desires. Here, in this writing and in the poem, I am a total Stan – taking on the confessional blog voice on a page turned
shrine, and making a weird new genre out of the sad, fanboy moment.

http://3.ykepool.info/1.html
This sub-project, “HERS” for my eBook Alien She reveals some other Stanning. Whereas most of the other sites are shifty
and difficult to locate, this last example seems like a document, a script for bodies in the making. It imagines a
conversation between Salome and Judith, because I think they’d probably be friends, and features a link to the full text of
the S.C.U.M Manifesto by Valerie Solanas – a vital text. It’s soundtracked by a remix of Destiny’s Child, “Say My Name”
and features links to work by “Alien She” contributors David Geer, Colin Self and Mark Aguhar, who the book was
dedicated to. Mark’s link is now sadly defunct as her website has been taken over by robots posting about Australian party
hosting and flower delivery despite retaining Mark’s “About” section at the top of the page. Thankfully, Mark’s historical
tumblr can still be found here: http://calloutqueen.tumblr.com/.

http://www.isaacpool.com/alienshe/

When Mark died it felt like the Internet did too, or at least tumblr - the platform where we, and so many other friends had
met and cultivated a politics and a sense of kinship. I couldn't open the feed for months because it was triggering and then
empty, void of substance without her. Mark had articulated something so brilliant about the material reality of beingavatar, of a kind of self-objectification that healed instead of diluted. She had a brilliant sense of flippancy and developed a
poetics of rage that found so much romance, life and humor in misandry. Her politics were anti-respectability, but also all
about love, and they articulated all of the problems of visibility crushing everything around us at the same time we were
enthralled by the trickle up spoils of their excess (pop music really had a moment). When Mark died, it felt like all of the
hope we had for making something out of this perverse glamour had deflated, like we had lost an enormous ray of light.
Being present online couldn’t be the same.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atYsGfjjRpE

http://sayspace.isaacrichard.com/
Mark read a few excerpts from Transfer Progress on her YouTube channel, and the monologues she parses seem like perfect
summations of the more optimistic moments we spent online and off, trying to have bodies:
“My style is wild because my files are wild. I want to arrest with consequence, not just pose for screen grabs. There’s
something eruptive about my physical decoration, something upsetting, it makes me tick, it makes me want to make others
sick.”
“When are people going to stop using such dead language: “Superficial,” it’s so…vulgar. I really want to appear that way
moreso. More vulgar and more superficial. It’s still offensive and if I can pass as anything I would like to pass as not.”

